MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD/CTD for MAP/CAP 113-16(I) -- Update References for DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5 and PDTATAC Charter

1. SYNOPSIS: Updates references for DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5 (previously DoDD 5154.29 and the new PDTATAC Charter date.

2. The attached revision is forwarded for information purposes only. No coordination or comments are required.

3. This revision was initiated by PDTATAC Staff.

4. These changes are scheduled to appear in the JTR, dated 1 December 2016.

5. This determination is effective when printed in the JTR.

6. Action Officer: Lynn Wawrzyniak (tracie.l.wawrzyniak.civ@mail.mil).

VELDA A. POTTER
Regulations Lead, Policy & Regulations Branch

Attachment:
Rev 1

Uniformed E-Mail Distribution:
MAP Members P&R Branch PMO-DTS GSA-3FT GSA-OGP(MTT) DTMO PPC

Civilian E-Mail Distribution:
CAP Members P&R Branch PMO-DTS GSA-3FT GSA-OGP(MTT) DTMO CBCA Judges
JTR REVISIONS

JTR Intro, par. A2b

*b. DoD administrative regulations that implement the JTR must be submitted to PDTATAC for review and approval before implementation. See 37 USC §1001 and DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5.

JTR Intro, par. B2e

e. Uniformed member regulations in the JTR are issued under the following authorities:

*(1) The USC, primarily sections found in Title 37 (especially those sections concerning travel and transportation allowances in Chapters 7 and 8) and Title 10;

*(2) DoD Directives, such as DoDD 1315.07 and DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5;

*(3) DoD Instructions, such as DoDI 1315.18, and DoDI 1327.06; and

*(4) Executive Orders and decisions of the U.S. Comptroller General; Defense Office of Hearings and Appeals (DOHA) and the OSD General Counsel (OSDGC).

1020-A

*A. Requirement. DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5 requires that PDTATAC staff review all DoD written material that implements JTR provisions to ensure per diem, travel and transportation allowances, relocation allowances, and certain other allowances are uniformly applied.

1235-A

*A. Authority. DIA prescribes regulations in DIA Manual (DIAM) 100-1, Volume 1, Ch 4. DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5 requires that PDTATAC staff review all written material that implements the JTR provisions.

7660-D3

*3. DoD Service regulations must conform to JTR and be reviewed by PDTATAC IAW DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5. Non-DoD Services are encouraged to have their regulations reviewed by PDTATAC.

9150-B3

*for review IAW DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5 before implementation. This written material must be coordinated in the country/area with the Uniformed Services present there, must be consistent with par. 9150, and must be designed to uniformly authorize TLA to each member of each Uniformed Service.

App A1

PER DIEM, TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION ALLOWANCE COMMITTEE (PDTATAC)

*Also see PDTATAC Charter 18 August 2016; 37 USC §481; 37 USC §1001; and DoDI 5154.31, Vol 5.
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